


 
 
 
… and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves aprons. 
 
Genesis 3: 7 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

‘When Adam delved and Eve span, who then, was the gentleman?’ 
 

John Ball, Lollard priest 
From an open-air sermon preached on Blackheath, London during the 

 Peasants’ Revolt in 1381.
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CHAPTER ONE 

Where were Badhams found? 

Introduction 
We all have different senses of history, for example, if we are interested in rocks and 
fossils we think in terms of thousands or millions of years. Many of us with an 
interest in family history do not want to go back much further than the period when 
photography began and we can have a visual understanding of what our ancestors 
and their towns and villages looked like. However, to understand the history of the 
surname Badham, we have to go back some 700 years, or roughly 25 to 30 
generations. Some of you reading this may have the surname Badhams, as this is one 
of the fixed variations of the name that has occurred in more recent centuries. From 
now on when we use Badham, it is meant to imply all the variations that we know, 
although from time to time I will use Bad(h)am to remind you. Similarly, ‘ap Adam’ 
will be used most of the time to include variations like ‘ab adam’. This book is the 
result of taking a one-name approach, which differs from family history where the 
aim is to produce a family tree and history for one family including all the surnames 
found. For our purposes, it is not essential to have all the branches complete but to 
have enough of the jigsaw to be able to see how many trees there are and have a 
sense of the main branches. As in the illustration (Figure 1), if enough of the jigsaw is 
completed we can fill in much of the structure of the tree even if pieces of the trunk 
are missing. In our case, our researches lead us to believe there was probably only 
one tree and that the name started from the Welsh form, meaning son of Adam or 
ab Adam. This history outlines our present understanding based mostly on 
information gathered by members of the Badham One Name Society and from my 
own researches. More investigations may change or develop our understanding. For 
now, let us start in the United Kingdom in 1881. 
 
Numbers and distribution 
1881 is a useful year because it is the first one where information for the UK is 
available that allows us to see easily where the majority of people with the surname 
lived. We cannot say more than ‘the majority’ because the information from the 
census, which took place on 3 April that year, would obviously have missed some 
people out and probably it missed more people out than it duplicated. Some people 
might have been out of the country. Others were deliberately avoiding the 
enumerator and some were, no doubt, sleeping under bushes, although efforts were 
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ORIGINS AND DISTRIBUTION 
 

1made to enumerate known places like railway arches.  All the same, the census gives 
us a very good idea of the geographic distribution of names. The first map shows this 
for the whole of England and Wales and does so in relation to the counties showing 
actual numbers of people. The second map (p. 4) concentrates on the main areas 
where the name is found and uses the areas covered by the Poor Law Unions. These 
were the official bodies which looked after the really poor (paupers) and were 
generally smaller areas than the counties, which helps us to locate the distribution 
more tightly. The colours are shown in relation to the proportion of Badhams in the 
Poor Law Union as this gives us the best indication of where the surname came 
from. In spite of the movement of population caused by the Industrial Revolution, 
the distribution was distinct and even the variant ‘Badhams’ had a different centre 
(see Map 3). This indicates that it arose later and in relatively local areas, perhaps 
from two families, and may be the result of a local way of saying things with ‘am’ on 
the end. 

Map 2 shows us that the greatest population in relation to all the other surnames 
was in the Bromyard and Ledbury Poor Law Union areas. As you would expect, with 
the Industrial Revolution long established, the big urban centres have enticed many 
families to colonise such industrial areas as the Black Country, Birmingham and 
further afield to London. Notably in the counties of Monmouth and Glamorgan the 
coalfields have drawn in much labour from many places. Of especial interest to us, in 
1881 about half the Badham population had roots in Pembrokeshire and the first 
map shows the isolated group of Pembrokeshire Badhams in west Wales who 
remained. We shall return to this enclave later. In spite of this west Wales group, the 
1881 centre of Badham population was not in Wales but in the Welsh borders or 
March area of Herefordshire. 
 
First thoughts on the origins of the surname 
Many of you reading this will have a family understanding or belief that the name is 
Welsh in origin, meaning son of Adam. If this is true, how has it come about that in 
the late nineteenth century, most Badhams are in Herefordshire? When I started 
researching I was deliberately sceptical about the Welsh derivation, a scepticism 
which was somewhat reinforced by Morgan and Morgan in their dictionary of Welsh 
surnames.2 They suggested that although Badham would appear to be Welsh in 
derivation, it might in fact have come about from a place-name near Bishops Frome 
in Herefordshire. 

 
1 For a discussion of the enumeration process, see Chapter 2 in D Mills and K Schürer (eds.), Local 
Communities in the Victorian Census Enumerators’ Books (Leopard’s Head Press, 1996). 
 T J Morgan and P Morgan, Welsh Surnames (University of Wales Press, 1985). 2
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      1 – WHERE WERE BADHAMS FOUND? 

 
 

 
Map 1   Badham and Badhams by county and number of individuals. (There was one 
individual in Perthshire, Scotland.) Numbers enumerated 3 April 1881. 
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Map 2   Poor Law Union areas showing highest proportions of Badham to other 
surnames on 3 April 1881 
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      1 – WHERE WERE BADHAMS FOUND? 

It is true that the name occurs in several 
forms, such as The Badhams, Badham 
Cottage and Badham’s Meadow, all 
within that parish. To answer this 
conundrum, we need to know more 
about the numbers of people, where 
they were and what has happened over 
the centuries and where else Badham is 
found in place-names. This is what we 
will try to do in the following pages. 
 
How many then and now? 
So how many Badhams have there been 
and indeed are there now? 
Governments do not design censuses 
for the benefit of family historians but 
the Victorian development of the ten-
year census has been a boon. As many 
of you will know, where an address is 
known, the details of the individual 
household can provide valuable 
information, but it is only for the 1881 
census that the work of hundreds of 
volunteers allows us to extract numbers 
for the whole of the United Kingdom 
and, as we have seen, to map them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Map 3   Surname Badhams by Poor 
Law Union. Individuals enumerated on 
3 April 1881 
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Figure 8   Hereford Bridge and Cathedral. Drawn by Benjamin Baud and engraved by B Winkles, c. 1836. 



                                             2 – EARLY WELSH ROOTS OF THE SURNAME                          

king, he might well have become crucial to the process of accommodation and, 
perhaps, this accounts for his appellation as Adam Gwent.15 This significance may 
also account for the marriage of his son, Reginald, with Joan de Knoville and the 
adoption, by that family at least, of ap Adam as a surname in accordance with Anglo-
Norman practice. Equally, Reginald’s mother could have been from an important 
English family. As we have seen, although Reginald appears to have been illegitimate, 
he could still inherit from his father and his given name supports the idea of an 
Anglo-Norman mother. In the light of this, speculation as to the mother(s) of all 
Adam the Steward’s sons could reasonably include women from the Anglo-Norman 
establishment. Life as a prominent member of the Welsh upper classes at this period 
would have been fraught and Adam might well have been relieved that this process 
of settlement seemed to be nearing some kind of completion. His status and role 
would probably have changed much, and the way these changes worked out is a 
subject for some of the research that the One Name Society would like to see carried 
out. Thus, we have an influential family in which we know an ap/ab Adam surname 
came into use. As Michael Powell Siddons puts it in the context of the end of the 
thirteenth century, ‘Sir John ap Adam had already taken ap Adam as his permanent 
surname and become a member of the English nobility’.16 He reached this status very 
much because of his marriage to Elizabeth de Gurney and a document of 1 August 
1300 has survived in which he and Elizabeth exchange land and buildings in 
Beverstone with the son of one of the local clergy.17 The acquired land was next to 
the garden of John and Elizabeth, so perhaps they were extending it or increasing 
their privacy.  

The document is of great interest, however, 
because it carries two well-preserved seals, the 
hexagonal impressions of which are about 1.5 cm 
and 2 cm across. Baron John’s seal is 
straightforward, showing his cross with five 
mullets as borne at the Battle of Falkirk (Figure 
3). The second seal shows six shields, with three 
of Baron John’s and three with the paly of eight 
(eight vertical stripes), coat of the Gurney family 
denoting Elizabeth’s interest in the affair (Figure 
4).18 In the calendar entry of this deed it was 
sealed at Lanlovel, but I think this is Lanlouel or 
Llanllowell as the current Ordnance Survey spells 

Figure 3   Seal of Baron John ap 
Adam, 1300 

 
15 But see reservations about this appellation in Chapter 5, p. 78. 
16 Siddons, vol. 1, p. 3. 
17 Gloucestershire Archives, Hicks family deeds, D1866/T14. 
18 J Foster, The Dictionary of Heraldry (Bracken Books, 1989), p. 101. 
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it in the English version. At the time, Baron 
John and Elizabeth must have been in Wales. In 
the same collection of deeds is one in which 
Hamo ap adam (Hamund) confirms the sale of 
Beverstone and some other properties to 
Thomas, Lord Berkeley, and his wife, Katherine, 
and their sons.19 His seal (Figure 5) shows the 
familiar cross and five mullets but with an 
heraldic label of three points denoting that he 
was the eldest son and heir. Other information 
suggests that there was an older son, Robert, 
who must have died by the time this seal was 
made. In fact, Hamund may not have inherited 

as the succession went through his brother, John, whose son, also John, was last of 
the baronial line and Lord of Llanllowell. Figure 5 shows this John ap Adam’s seal on 
a document in which he conveys land.

Figure 4   Joint seal of Baron John ap 
Adam and Elizabeth née Gurney, 1300 

20 This John died in 1424 nearly 200 years after 
Adam Gwent had confirmation of his lands. The family thus survived long enough in 
the legitimate male line to retain influence and patronage for several generations. 

 

                    
 

 

 
Figure 5   Seal of Hamund ap Adam, gure 6   Seal of John ap Adam, Fi
grandson of Baron John, circa 1350 Lord of Llanllowell, in the reign of 

Henry V, 1413–1422   
 

19 Gloucestershire Archives, Hicks family deeds, D1866/T18. 
20 Gwent Record Office, D43/5231. 
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who married a descendant of Rhirid Flaidd. In the poem he compares the coats of 
arms of the two families as follows:  
 

Coat 4 

   From Gwyneth there is gain for you, 
From the two Gwents arms in the same form, 
Three arrow-heads have gone overall, 
Three wolves’ heads of one stock were best. 

   
 The last two lines in Welsh show the play on words better: 
Coat 1  

Tri phenn saeth a aeth uwch oll. 
39Tri phenn blaid unwreid oedd well. 

 
Bearing in mind the date of the Welsh and the problems of 
translating poetry, the third line can mean that the three 
arrowheads are the uppermost charge on the shield (‘overall’). This 
implies three levels, which are from the bottom up: a) field, b) 
ordinary and then, c) charges, in this case three arrowheads. It does 
not tell us what this ordinary is (e.g. bend, cross, chevron), and in 
any case this uncertainty is compounded by the statement two 
‘arms in the same form’. Since the arms of Rhirid Flaidd are given 
with an ordinary in the blazon, which is a chevron between three 
wolves’ heads, this would imply that Adam Gwent bore a chevron 
between three arrowheads, as in Coat 2. 

Coat 2 
 

 Working on the ‘overall’ basis and using a chevron as the 
ordinary, as in versions of Rhirid Flaidd, the form of the arms 
would look like the next example coat, Coat 3. This confusion is 
made worse since the form of arms of Rhirid Flaidd given by two 
other bards does not mention the chevron. Coat 3 40 In this case, if Adam 
Gwent’s arms were in the same form, we would see three 
arrowheads directly on the field, as in Coat 4. Either way there is a 
difference between this blazon and that shown by Bradney where 
the arrowheads or phaeons are on a bend.

 

41 This is the coat (Coat 
5) said to belong to Adam ab Ifor of Gwent. I have found no 
indication that the two Adams are linked in spite of this use of 
arrowheads and I do wonder if the epithet ‘Gwent’ applied to 
Adam ap Iorwerth, the Steward, is the result of a confusion with 
Adam ab Ifor of Gwent. The difference between an arrowhead and 
 
39 Siddons, vol. 1, p. 97. 
40 Siddons, vol. 2, p. 485. 
41 Bradney, vol. 3, part 2, p. 218. 
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5 – THE SEARCH FOR CLARITY AND STRATEGY 

a phaeon in heraldic usage is that the phaeon is a specialist form of 
arrowhead in which the inner edges of the barbs are indented, as 
shown in the ab Ifor arms. Whether this distribution would have 
been consistently made in the period we are interested in is 
questionable. Confusion has, perhaps, resulted because of the use of 
‘phenn’ in Lewis Glyn Cothi’s ode, which in both translations, as 
used by Siddons and Bradney, is translated as ‘head’. We may, 
perhaps, scent some poetical licence or mistranslation. Possibly this 
use of arrows or phaeons relates to some tradition of common 
descent from Bleddyn ap Maenyrch who died in 1093 and whose 
arms are therefore retrospectively attributed. Perhaps, also, this is 
the root of the apparently mythical Bleddyn Broadspear? The coat 
‘most borne by his descendants’

Coat 5 

42 is in the form of a chevron 
between three spearheads, similar to the form we have described 
above, with the substitution of spearheads for arrowheads. 
However, there is a link in another direction, as the family of 
Thomas of Bertholey did use three arrows (Coat 6) and we 
remember the presence at Bertholey of Griffin ap Meurig ap 
Adam.

Coat 6 
43 As another possible hint of links to south-west Wales, 

Siddons refers to the Adames family of Cardiganshire as carrying 
three spearheads, argent.44 In this merry-go-round of tradition and 
fact we find Bradney reporting that this Thomas family has a 
descent from Williams of Trefaldu. We then find on the opposite 
page the arms of Kemeys of Bertholey with arms ‘in the same form’ 
(Coat 7).45 We also learn from Bradney that the wife of Stephen de 
Camais may have been a daughter of Adam Gwent and that the 

Kemeys family may have adapted Adam’s coat of arms!46 Coat 7 is one of three 
recorded by Siddons,

Coat 7 

47 so the Kemeys family have used this version, one with a 
chevron between three phaeons and a third with just three phaeons and no chevron, 
thus covering all ‘forms’ we deduced from Lewis’s ode. Perhaps they had the same 
trouble interpreting the poem! This blazon is a field, vert (green) and on a chevron, 
argent (silver) three phaeons, sable (black). Clearly, when we are looking at the late 
medieval period most of the available heraldic information presents us with a 
quagmire of tradition and fiction. We are best to treat this with extreme caution and 
as no more than folklore in which we may hunt for a possible grain of truth. 

 
42 Siddons, vol. 2, p. 32. 
43 See Family Tree 1, p. 15. 
44 Siddons, vol. 2, p. 2. 
45 Bradney, vol. 3, part 2, p. 155. 
46 Bradney, vol. 3, part 2, p. 174. 
47 Siddons, vol 2, p. 302. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Westward ho! 

Introduction 
We have looked in some detail at the story of Badham distribution in south-east 
Wales and the southern March and have recognised the existence of the enclave in 
Pembrokeshire. Here I will attempt to give the south-west Wales context the more 
detailed attention it deserves, although our information is limited. 
 
Nineteenth-century basics 
In Chapter 1, Map 1 shows the 30 Badhams recorded as present on 1881 census 
night, but this data, although helpful, is surprisingly misleading when you burrow 
beneath the surface. Map 9 (p. 91) is based on the same database,1 but on this 
occasion the map focuses on south Wales. The colouring indicates the relative 
densities using all the three variants and the ‘s’ derivatives shown in Table 8. By 
adding in these surname variations the 30 becomes 54 in Pembrokeshire and it is 
noticeable that the proportion in the population is high. The Poor Law Union of 
Narberth is listed as belonging to Carmarthenshire but this is another example of 
how classifying data can be misleading. Firstly, this is because the Poor Law Union 
overlaps substantially into Pembrokeshire and, secondly, the distribution within the 
area is such that not one of our Badham individuals was in Carmarthenshire. As can 
be seen on Table 8, even on the basis of this data the Narberth density is the third 
highest in England and Wales. If adjustments could be made to account for just the 
Pembrokeshire part of the Narberth Poor Law Union, it would come even nearer the 
top two in the table. 
 
Variants over time  
The way in which the standardisation of the spelling of the name has developed in 
the 50 years from 1841 can be seen in Table 9. There are two things to be noted 
about the spelling changes. Firstly, Badham and Baddam seem to interchange and, 
secondly, it is important to be aware that if you search earlier censuses without using 
obvious variants you are much more likely to miss the individuals you are seeking. 
Searching Badham alone in the Wales’ censuses would give you only a 66 per cent 
chance of finding individuals in 1841, whereas by 1891 it would rise to 98 per cent, 
which is nearly a 50 per cent increased chance of finding the family you are seeking. 

 
 Archer Software’s Surname Atlas. 1
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DISPERSION 

 
 
Table 8   Top ten Poor Law Unions by density of variants:  
Badham(s), Baddam(s) and Badam(s), 1881 
 

County of Poor Law Union   Actual per 100,000 

Ledbury 49 391 Hereford 
Bromyard 35 316 Hereford 
Narberth 42 215 Carmarthen 
Newent 23 214 Gloucester 
Hereford 88 204 Hereford 
Weobley 14 171 Hereford 
Ross 23 141 Hereford 
Worcester 44 136 Worcester 
Tenbury 10 132 Worcester 
Gloucester 50 107 Gloucester 
Pembroke 12   40 Pembroke 

 
This process of standardising to Badham is interesting too. Why not settle on 
Baddam or Badam? It seems there was some folk memory or specific knowledge that 
led to this choice. This must have been more than, simply, a knowledge of ab Adam 
derivation, since logically this would have standardised on Badam. 
 
Table 9   Wales census numbers and percentage by variant and year 
 

Variant 1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

 No % No % No % No % No % No % 
  4   6 20 29   2   2 13 14     1   1     2   1 Badam 
13 20   2   3 14 15     28 19     1  •6 Baddam 
43 66 43 62 78 83 81 86 119 80 176 98 Badham 
  5   8   4   6           1  •6 Badhams 

Totals 65  69  94  94  148  180  
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Figure 37   Engraving based on an old 18th-century sign for the Mischief Inn 



14 – BOTH SIDES OF THE LAW 

Silk  
In the southern Marcher lands the 
production of wool and cloth was an 
important activity for centuries and 
Badham farmers and merchants were 
certainly busy in this trade. Silk, 
however, was the fashionable fabric for 
the wealthier and Spitalfields in London 
was a centre for this trade, developed 
by Flemish immigrants. As early as 
1717 John Baddam, citizen and dyer, 
left a messuage and tenement in Booth 
Street, Spitalfields to his grandson, 
Benjamin. Booth Street was off Brick 
Lane, just north and opposite from 
Fashion Street which still exists. This 
last street was the aptly-named location 
for the ‘simple grand larceny’ with 
which John Lloyd was charged at the 

Old Bailey on 27 October 1819.

Figure 38   Justice giving short weight

5 The goods in question were £23 of silk valued at 
£60, which seems to have been raw silk before dying and weaving. The owners were 
Philip Chabot and John Bredel, silk dyers whose surnames suggest Flemish origins. 
The day-to-day care of this silk was in the hands of Jeremiah Badham who testified 
to locking it away in a closet and putting the key in his desk, the key to the latter 
being kept on his person. Evidence against the defendant hung on the fact that his 
coat was found on the premises. How Norman Birkett would have demolished the 
prosecution case, we can only imagine, but John Lloyd was without his services, 
found guilty and sentenced to transportation for seven years. This would have made 
him 42 before he could return, assuming he could find the passage money. Jeremiah 
was baptised at Christchurch, Spitalfields, in 1772, the youngest son of John and 
Elizabeth Badham. By the time of the trial he was therefore about 47 and had 
fathered at least nine children of his own. How well he was able to support this 
family from his employment with Chabot and Bredel, we do not know.  

Diverting briefly from our theme we should note that the grandson, Benjamin, 
referred to above has a claim to fame of his own and is the only other Bad(d)(h)am 
to merit a place in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, largely because 
amongst other publications he produced a ten-volume précis of the Philosophical 

 
 Proceedings ref: t18191027-118. 5
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72    
May 1753  

 
[Elizabeth has been ‘3 months ill’] 

 
Farewell 
With the following letter we end and say goodbye to Elizabeth, hoping that the 
‘joyfull Summons’ was a good way off for her and is so for those of us who have 
valued her vivid impressions of London life in the mid-eighteenth century. 
 
74         

Decbr 3 1753 
 

Dear Madam 
I was very must oblidged to you for your last favour & more so for 

your kind Consern for my Cousin & me & desirousness of hearing often 
from us am glad you have no Codgly Disorder hope you will have a good 
winter & may your presious life be spared for much good - valuable people 
cant be parted with there is so few of them we have been at home a month 
& I find the cold weather dont agree with me having Returns of my 
Disorder very often but I desire allways to acquesce with the Divine will 
conserning me may I be ready when Called for to obey the joyfull Summons 
while I do live I only desire to do my best to please all my friends & to have 
as few enemies as my Dearest Aunt who is gone before me. I own I miss 
her much that is her good advice & company for she was the life of every 
place I thank good I want for nothing & do what I like nobody can be 
happiyer for I have the best of Cousins he is a good young man , the good 
wishes of my friends but all is nothing without health … 

     
      Yours to Command 
       Eliz Badham 
 
 
 
 

41  
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